AMENDMENTS TO THE PROGRAMME

PLENARY/CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Plenary Session 1
Adrian Mulligan will be the sole presenter of the second paper in this session, as Michael Mabe is regrettably not now available.

Plenary Session 3
Unfortunately, owing to illness, Gerry McKiernan is unable to present the first paper in this session. Robert Kiley from the Wellcome Trust has kindly stepped into the breach with a paper entitled ‘The Medical Journals Backfiles Digitisation Project and open access’.

Plenary Session 5
Owing to work commitments Stephen Abram cannot present the second paper in this session. We are grateful to Robin Sloan of Current TV who will instead be presenting a paper entitled ‘Things fall apart: media of all kinds in an age of digitisation and disaggregation’.

PRODUCT REVIEW SESSIONS

Owing to the demand for product review slots the Monday afternoon session has been extended and is now scheduled to finish at 17.35.

WORKSHOPS and BRIEFING SESSIONS

Workshop 26 – Building an online collaborative community wiki for distance education tutors: introducing the PROWE (Personal Repositories Online Wiki Environment) project
Selina Lock, Information Librarian (Sciences) at the University of Leicester, was due to present these sessions in place of Anne Ramsden but unfortunately, owing to illness, the sessions have now been CANCELLED.